Bijlage 1a: Compound

Voorkant van een traditionele compound.

Binnenplaats van een traditionele compound.
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Bijlage 1b: Compound
Typical Ashanti compound in Southern Ghana.

Typical single-storey urban compound in Kumasi.

Diagram of a family compound house in Old
Tema.
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Four typological groups have been
defined as repetitive elements of
the urban housing fabric: courtyard
houses, row houses, compounds
and apartment buildings.

Rural compounds in Northern Ghana.

Ghanaian housing, but also Ghanaian culture and lifestyle overall, is rooted in its compound house typology,
dominating the urban housing stock. A COMPOUND HOUSE is a cluster of single rooms or units, having
a shared space, usually an open space enclosed by those units and/or another enclosure such as a wall.
The actual spatial organisation, appearance and materialisation varies throughout the country as there are
many different Ghanaian or even West-African cultures for that matter, as they cross nations’ borders. In
the specific context where this study is focusing on, a compound house is typically described as a large
rectangular, one-storey structure consisting of singular rooms facing a courtyard with a veranda or porch
in between. But compound houses are not simply defined by their physical appearance. Essentially they
are ‘SOCIO-PHySICAL STRUCTURES’, originally centered around the concept of the ‘extended family’.
In the physical form as described above, they are so commonly adopted in urban family houses that the
term ‘FAMILy HOUSE’ is sometimes loosely applied to the indigenous house type. However, compound
houses do not necessarily accommodate members of one and the same family anymore and as such do
not need to be ‘family houses’. Instead, compounds more frequently feature the MULTI-HAbITATION of
different households, whether or not of the same extended family, sharing outdoor spaces, facilities and
infrastructure. Under multi-habitation, not only physical amenities but also human relationships are shared.

A household typically occupies a
SINgLE ROOM and porch. Some,
mostly the owning family members,
have the opportunity to obtain more
than one room.

FAMILy MEETINgS are held in the
courtyard, every Sunday or once a month,
depending on the family’s preference.

Several advantages are associated with multi-habitation in compounds, such as the social security systems
and relations they establish, the low cost, the sharing of facilities and the integration of affordable rental
units in a compact entity. Of course, the compound house typology is NOT FLAWLESS. Issues such as the
lack of privacy and conflicts regarding maintenance and the sharing of space and facilities have always been
intrinsic to compound housing. However, more recently, CHANgINg SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
and cultural attitudes in modernising and urbanising centres are leading to the individualisation of family
systems. The increasing negative perception towards compound houses is also attributed to its limited
economic value in the sense that they are owned in common. All these factors are contributing to the fact
that compounds tend to be associated with indigenous lifestyles and as such SEEN AS OLD-FASHIONED
or even stigmatised as housing for the poor, who cannot afford the modern ideal of the self-contained and
uni-nuclear accommodation. This issue is enhanced by authorities and policymakers who focus on the latter
and largely fail to recognise the value of indigenous and dynamic dwelling cultures, leading to a gROWINg
MISMATCH with urban reality. Residents themselves take actions to deal with the problems inherent to
indigenous compound as to attain a more modern, comfortable and individual lifestyle. This results in a
gradual shift from multi-habitation in compounds to intermediate typologies or ‘hybrids’ which tend to
combine the merits of the compound house with the ideals expressed by members of a changing society.

Co-residents, such as grandparents, can look after
the children when parents are working or travelling.

cooking is typically done in the outdoor
space in front of residents’ room. Households
usually do not prepare the food together nor
share their meals.
Dwellers engage in HOME bASED ENTERPRISES,
working from a room in the compound or from a
detached structure next to the house.

The LAUNDRy is done in the courtyard
and afterwards hung to dry on clotheslines
spanning the courtyard.

SOCIAL INTERACTION is nourished by the
multi-habitation of different households who
share spaces and facilities.

In Ghanaian culture, HOUSES ARE bUILT ‘SMALL SMALL’
according to family dynamics and financial means. Transformations
and additions can be done in many different ways: extending inside
or outside the compound, attached or separated from the original
compound, horizontally or vertically.

FISH SMOKINg is performed outside the
compound. Some women also take up this
activity as a commercial business.
A compound is typically occupied by different

households. This involves the SHARINg OF
SPACES, FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

such as the courtyard, electricity, a water connection
and bathhouses. Sharing reduces the cost of living and
allows low-income households to enjoy facilities and
services they otherwise could not access.

Gebruik van ruimten in een traditionele compound.

In low-income areas, RUNNINg WATER
is not self-evident. Many of those who
invest in a water connection try to recover
their initial costs by selling the service to
the neigbourhood. Others supplement this
by providing sanitary facilities.

Bijlage 2a: Hybriden

Uitbouw aan de achterkant van een compound tot een op zichzelf staande wooneenheid.

Compound over twee verdiepingen, bewoond door het gezin van de eigenaar, dat van de dochter en
aangevuld met huurders in de vrije kamers.

SELF-CONTAINED EXTENSIONS

NON-COMPOUND RELATED HOUSES

AMUI DJOR HOUSING PROJECT (ADHP)

300m

original houses 1959
built environment 2013
multi-storey buildings

original paved roads 1959
public toilets
polytanks

Although every unit has its own MODERN kITCHEN
and the courtyard was planned for traditional cooking
such as the pounding of fufu, these spaces are not
intensively used as such. Instead, many residents use
the open air corridors in front of their units as what
would be their porch in the compound. It is in these
spaces that they socialise and cook with gas cylinders or
charcoal.

100 300m

Map of Tema New Town.

Hybriden gestimuleerd door de overheid.

INDIGENOUS COMPOUND

self-contained storey house for the
nuclear family and tenants

house 36C

1959

house B6

1980s

2013

2013

2013

original self-contained TCHS
house for the nuclear family

single ADHP unit with own kitchen and
shared sanitary facilities

house B14

1959

THE COURTYARD IS HERE TO STAY
Preserving the original space in governmentbuilt housing in Tema New Town.

storey house for the nuclear family next to
the compound, with shared bathhouses

self-contained unit carved out of the compound,
still using its spaces and relations with the family

TCHS house with nuclear family of three
generations and traditional use of the courtyard

TEMA CO-OPERATIVE
HOUSING SOCIETY (TCHS)

case study B5

Hybriden door het volk.

As the Amui Djor case illustrates, TYPOlOGICAl REVISIONS and using features of the compound house
can be of a great value, but a single ideal model housing typology
within
a normatively
planned
city is not
storey
house
next to the
compound,
what would suit Ghana’s urban context best. A SUPPORTIVE fRAMEwORk for urban development,
with extended family and tenants
allowing the existence of a variety of hybrid homes, would be considerably more fitting. A focus on providing
infrastructure, facilities and individual plot allocation for individual construction would allow authorities to
be significantly more effective in their planning. It should be a model the urban dwellers believe in and to
which they are able to contribute by fabricating hybrid homes and as such improving their conditions and
those of the entire neighbourhood. The resulting artefacts are functionally hybrid (or are de-functionalised
tout court) and intertwined with the vibrant URbAN fAbRIC, constituting the image of the city as a whole.

Dwellers are not alone in their construction of hybrid typologies and revisiting of the indigenous compound
typology. In an ever-changing dialogue with the spontaneously growing city, STATE-lED STRATEGIES for
the urban poor of Greater Accra have responded with varying degrees of receptivity to indigenous dwelling
cultures, influenced by general PARADIGMATIC SHIfTS occurring globally. Housing projects and
planning policies more receptive to user-based changes have also made their stance. As the case of the Amui
Djor Housing Project illustrates, architects, authorities and/or other organisations have been in developing
housing units more adherent to realities on the ground and made an attempt at implementing SOCIAl
in key components is scaled up to the level of a collective
HOUSING. Compound culture as embodied
MULTI-STOREY
housing typology with more than one floor. The courtyard - in its full potential as an urban figure - in addition
HOUSES and shared facilities are all to be found. However,
to bedroom and hall configurations, phased improvements
not all have found their place as they normally have in the context of the compound house.

INDIGENOUS COMPOUND
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The need for revisiting compound culture is irrefutable. Hybrid homes and compound variations allow urban
residents to adapt to, cope with and reinterpret changing socio-economic environments. It is also vital for
the survival of the compound culture in itself. While it is difficult to define an ideal hybrid in this context
there however should be a worthy alternative to the ‘old-fashioned’ compound as well as to the ubiquitous
single-family villas featured in contemporary suburban sprawl. Urban dwellers cannot be placed in the same
box and a wide range of hybrid homes should - and does - exist. Many of them are custom-made and well
adapted to every dweller and to his or her actual aspired position somewhere between the extremes of the
indigenous compound and the villa.

Compound houses and related typologies contribute to urban dwellers’ well-being and resilience by hosting
a wide array of different VALUES, tenancy statuses and mobility options compared to formal housing. The
latter is far more narrow-minded as values are derived from non-Ghanaian contexts and tends to focus on
displaying status and on monetary value, though excluding income-generating opportunities.

the only strategy adopted by the urban residents, rather social and symbolic mobility can also be attained by
improving and transforming one’s home. But residents appeared to be quite mobile within their residential
areas as they took full advantage of the opportunities fostered by compound culture.
Changing tenure status
VIllA
appeared to be one of the most important inputs for moving and could only be hosted by a type open to
hosting mixtures as the compound house is.

TCHS house for the nuclear household with
State-led and market-driven approaches to urban development count on high residential MOBILITY and
private
garden
(not‘continuous
used as a act
traditional
envisage
residents’
of moving’. However, residents often expressed a rather strong inertia
courtyard)
and especially
a driveway
forconsidering
the car inter-residential mobility. It is clear that moving physically is not
against moving,
when

When considering TENURE, it becomes evident how difficult it is for the urban poor to access their ‘ideal’
home, especially when it involves co-ownership and when plots for single household dwellings are as large as
a full compound house. At the scale of the house itself, variety of tenure types and statuses can be identified.
The compound house and its variations provide accommodation for an array of residents, from well-off
owners to poor tenants, with a wide range of intermediate possibilities, resulting in a socially mixed but
coherent entity.

The Amui Djor Housing Project (ADHP) was initiated on the 2002 UN-Habitat conference on Housing and Urban Development
for Low Income Housing in sub-Saharan Africa. In 2005 UN-Habitat established the Slum Upgrading Facility (SUF) to
coordinate initiatives to raise financial means, bring together relevant actors from different government levels and the
private sector to provide business solutions for social housing and to improve urban infrastructures through slum upgrading.
Ghana was chosen among three other countries to initiate an exhibition project. TAMSUF (Tema Ashaiman Metropolitan
Slum Upgrading Facility), a local branch of the SUF, was in charge of coordinating the collaboration between the different
stakeholders and of providing the technical help that the community needed. They worked together with Ghana Federation
of the Urban Poor and People’s Dialogue to complete a PIlOT PROJECT which took the form of an affordable housing

1969 | original house

AMUI DJOR HOUSING PROJECT

CASE STUDY: HOUSE B5, TEMA NEW TOWN (MANHEAN)

2013

TCHS house for the nuclear
household, without a courtyard

2013

2005

two-bedroom self-contained ADHP unit

1975

2003

VILLA

It is certain that by now a shift from the indigenous compound typology towards a modern villa-type is ongoing. However, most of the residents are not able to achieve the ideal of the villa and are well aware of this
limitation. Furthermore, many residents are contentedly residing in their compound houses and the several
variations of it, regardless of the ‘dream’ they might have. Meanwhile they perform all kinds of actions to
reshape their dwelling spaces and urban lives in a context where pro-poor public policies are basically absent.

self-contained apartments

self-contained house next to the
compound and with limited interaction

self-contained house for the
single household

self-contained house for the nuclear family
and tenants, separated from the family

Gradually creating an enclosed space in selfbuild compounds in Ashaiman.

self-contained house for the nuclear
family, next to the compound

YE
self-contained unit carved out of the compound,
with very limited interaction between them

BE
T TO

rental units for the single
household, almost self-contained
as there are toilets, but shared

self-contained compound for nuclear family,
units for tenants are placed outside

detached extension of a compound

Steps ahead for a fully-fledged city compound:
Amui Djor Housing Project

COMPOUNDS

EXTENSIONS

Fabricating hybrid homes: neither compound
nor villa but something in between
Bijlage 2b: Hybriden

Bijlage 3a: Amui Djor Housing Project

Voorkant van het ‘Amui Djor Housing Project’ met verhuurbare commerciële ruimtes op het
gelijkvloers en twee verdiepingen met sociale wooneenheden.

Binnenplaats van het ‘Amui Djor Housing Project’.

HOUSING SOCIETY (TCHS)
TCHS house with nuclear family of three
generations and traditional use of the courtyard

INDIGENOUS COMPOUND

original self-contained TCHS
house for the nuclear family

TCHS house for the nuclear household wi
private garden (not used as a traditional
courtyard) and a driveway for the car

TCHS house for the nuclear
household, without a courtyard

AMUI DJOR HOUSING PROJECT (ADHP)

Bijlage 3b: Amui Djor Housing Project

single ADHP unit with own kitchen and
shared sanitary facilities

two-bedroom self-contained ADHP unit

Although every unit has its own MODERN kITCHEN
and the courtyard was planned for traditional cooking
such as the pounding of fufu, these spaces are not
intensively used as such. Instead, many residents use
the open air corridors in front of their units as what
would be their porch in the compound. It is in these
spaces that they socialise and cook with gas cylinders or
charcoal.

AMUI DJOR HOUSING PR

The Amui Djor Housing Project (ADHP) was initiated on the 2002
for Low Income Housing in sub-Saharan Africa. In 2005 UN
coordinate initiatives to raise financial means, bring together
private sector to provide business solutions for social housing an
Ghana was chosen among three other countries to initiate an
Slum Upgrading Facility), a local branch of the SUF, was in char
stakeholders and of providing the technical help that the comm
of the Urban Poor and People’s Dialogue to complete a PIlOT
block. These community-based organisations support the urba
and to establish relations with local governments to provide ne

ADHP is a hybrid home which aptly revisits some of the compou
a COllECTIVE SCAlE. In 2010 the three-storey building, pro
housing units, divided into a hall and an chamber, are located
space. All households have their own kitchen and every two fa
to the residential rooms. To reduce building costs ‘dry’ and ‘we
has a surface of 16m² which is similar to the size of an average r
of two bedrooms, a living room and incorporate a kitchen and
architectural element, a semi-private courtyard for the residen
functions are incorporated the use of the courtyard becomes d

The investment is regained through the ten-year repayments
unit. To make the project more affordable additional profit-ma
commercial units facing the street that are rented to individua
surrounding community. By the same token ADHP tends to im
pioneer of improvement and investment but also physically.

After revising the pilot project, a SECOND PHASE is expec
lessons learnt from the first phase. To lower the costs for the be
will be necessary, without saturating the offer in the neighbour
on the regular market for middle income workers and reserve t
such as professional kitchens will be added as well.

Residents often retreat to their units, alone
or with guests, instead of using the courtyard
for SOCIAl INTERACTION. Some residents
expressed their disappointment with the absence
of social interaction as occurs in the compound
house.

SECOND FLOOR

The INCREMENTAl bUIlDING aspect is present
in the ADHP but only in terms of interior finishing, to
reduce building costs. Units are very small, but contrary
to indigenous compounds, there is no possibility for
individuals to enlarge their unit in the future.

lettable shop space

male

lettable shop space

female

lettable shop space

The COURTYARD is not as vibrant as in compound
houses, this may be because of the distance between
it and residents’ actual living units, in addition to the
presence of public sanitary facilities that leads to
‘strangers’ coming into the courtyard.

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

Since the project offers no possibilities regarding
home-based enterprises as in the compound and the
implemented COMMERCIAl SPACES are generally
out of reach for most residents, many self-employed
residents are struggling.

lettable shop space

lettable shop space

GROUND FLOOR
Glazing instead of louvres
Tiles
Personal belongings

Gebruik van de ruimten in het ‘Amui Djor Housing Project’.

Map of Ashaiman.
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